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Hooded Scarf with Pockets 
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by Donna Wolfe from 

 

 

Here is a cute hooded scarf with pockets made with half double crochet stitches. 
The hood section is made first, then the scarf part is joined as you go. The hood 
part is rounded at the top, so it forms a nice shape around the head. Check out the 
how-to video on the Naztazia YouTube channel here: 
https://youtube.com/naztazia And feel free to Pin photos or check out other info 
at: https://naztazia.com 
Terminology: 
CH = Chain HDC = Half Double Crochet RPT = Repeat 
SC = Single Crochet SLST = Slip Stitch ST= Stitch 
Size/Gauge: 
Older child/teen, adult. Heights include under 5’, 5’ to 5’8”, 5’,9”+. Gauge 8 STs & 4 
ROWS = 4” SQ (yarn and stitches are squishy and stretchy so gauge is an estimate.) 
Materials: 
525 yards of super bulky weight yarn. Sample used Bernat Softee Chunky in Gray 
Rose. Crochet hook Size N (10 mm). Scissors. Yarn needle. Measuring tape. 
Instructions: 
 
Watch the YouTube tutorial video here: https://youtube.com/naztazia  Look for 
“Crochet Hooded Scarf with Pockets.” 
 
HOOD 
 
CH 25. 
ROW 1: HDC in 2nd CH from hook. HDC and in next 22 CHs. Total = 23 HDC. In last 
CH, 6 HDC. Working on other side of CH, make 1 HDC in remaining 23 CHs. 
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ROW 2: CH 1, turn. HDC in each ST around, using the back loops. Total = 52 HDC. 
One end will always remain flat (bottom of hood), the other curved (top of hood). 
Measure height from bottom to top of hood. Should be around 12". 
ROWs 3-14: RPT ROW 2. Fasten off after ROW 14. Should measure 11" across, 
folded in half. 
 
SCARF 
SETUP: Using new strand of yarn, make a CH, depending upon height of recipient. 
Under 5' = CH 55. 5' to 5'8" = CH 65. 5'9" and over = CH 75. Attach CH to bottom of 
hood with a HDC. HDC evenly across bottom of hood. After the last HDC of hood, 
CH the same number you made as before. 
ROW 1: CH 1, turn. 1 HDC across, using back loops. You will go across the CH, the 
bottom of hood, and the other CH. 
ROW 2: CH 1, turn. 1 HDC across, back loops. 
ROWs 3-9: RPT ROW 2. Fasten off after ROW 9. 
 
POCKETS 
Fold up both sides of the scarf 10" for pockets. With new strand of yarn, start at 
the bottom of one pocket and single crochet along the edge, seaming both sides of 
the pocket together. Continue with a single crochet edging along this scarf side and 
hood bottom. Continue around other scarf side and seam both sides of that pocket 
together. Fasten off. Repeat for other side of pocket. Fasten off and weave in all 
ends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


